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Features of Protectomatic Total Security solution
* Total control of the protected volume inside an area and not only outer perimeters and entrances
* Alarm is always turned on including when your staff is in the protected area
* Own ID tagged staff get invisible by smart sensors while all others are visible and gives an alarm
* Works in 3 steps giving a total control of security in the area

1 Detection of all motions and events in the area/volume
2 Identification of all events in the checked area/volume
3 Verification that all events are authorized and alarm function when the event

* Fail safe redundant technology always giving alarms when something is wrong
* Net work based concept with easy interface to IP address and Internet
* All sensors and hardware can be wireless if preferred
* Based on old well tested components now used in a new way of logic thinking
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Enhagsslingan 23                                                                                                         187 40 Täby      (20 kmNorth Stockholm)
Sweden                             Web site  www.laseroptronix.se                                                           E-mail   info@laseroptronix.se

Protectomatic total security solution
This unique security systems differs dramatically from old style systems based on perimeter protection. Earlier the
alarm system was turned off when someone moved in the area. This made it possible for intruders in the area to
act freely. Protectomatic alarm have the alarms turned on all the time even with own staff there. All authorized
persons carry an ID badge making them invisible for the alarm. In some ways you create a bubble around your
staff making the invisible for the always active alarm. If anyone without a badge move the alarm sense the intruders
and activate the alarm bells. The invisible staff do not activate the alarm.
Protectomatic is operating in zones where each zone have a detector/reader arrangement. Many zones can be
connected in to a net work cowering larger areas.
Each zone can have different levels of security. ID badges can be directed to zones where they are OK  and zones
of no permission where they create an alarm. The central system do also have information about where all ID
badges are just now and this information can be stored in a database.
ID badges do always have 2 way direction communication. Options can be alarm buttons in the badge where
carrier can alert an alarm. There can also be an optional buzzer where the central unit can alarm all carriers by a
tone.

Protectomatic is very simple in its function
Alarm is always activated and on in all areas

We see own staff + unwanted intruders
We see ID on our staff by a wireless tag 
Intruders have no tag and make an alarm

That is all !
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Example of area sensor based on laser radar
       Laser radar systems     
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Laser radar scan an area and see something new is there. 
If so it have a detectable 2D position of where the change is located.
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Celebes™ active RFID readers 

 Available enclosures 
— Wall mounted 
— Rugged wall mounted 
— Beltmounted 

 Available host interfaces 
— Ethernet LAN with POE IEEE 802.3af 
— RS232 
— USB 
— RS422 
— WLAN 

Order no: TM702-SLP / TM702-WLP 

WLP enclosure 

SLP enclosure 

RFID reader ask who is there

RFID tag reply this is my ID

TCP-IP
Alarm

Logging function
of all events

Controller typically a 
PC system with data base
Check ID and say OK or make an alarm
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Example Laser radar over water

Laser radar scans an area and see something is there on the surface.
We get a position and then RFID reader ask who is there.
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Example of area sensor based 3D camera

Camera watch an area and generate a 3D image from the single camera
Changes of area in 3D gives a position and dimension of what is the 
fingerprint of a person.  This initiate an event and check function.
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Example of range gated camera view

Range gated cameras can see at a pre set distance only and by this a 3D 
volume. This is a very powerful detector to see intruders in darkness and 

bad weather. Image processing is used here.
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Celebes™ active RFID readers 

 Available enclosures 
— Wall mounted 
— Rugged wall mounted 
— Beltmounted 

 Available host interfaces 
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RFID reader ask who is there

RFID tag reply this is my ID
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Alarm

Logging function
Controller typically a 

PC system with data base

Person generate
a RFID demand 

who is there
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LaserSnap Laser perimeter system

Delivered to USA at Home land security Gov

LaserSnap laser perimeters can 
have a range up to 5000 meter 
in ideal conditions. It create a 

laser barrier where all passages 
are logged and checked.  This is 
a virtual fence. Stop point can 
be out in nowhere as a water 
surface and here we read the 
reflex of the person coming 

into the area.
Combined with a camera and 

RFID reader we can see anyone  
coming into an area and the ID 

of who is there.
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Application example
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Application idea

In harbor areas we 
can create zones with 
different demands of 

entrance. Water 
surfaces are watched 

and pier areas are 
watched so divers 

can not act on shore.
Here fenced area are 
watched with laser 
perimeter systems.
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Protection of UN camp

This is an example how 
to protect a UN camp in 

a good way. Here we 
have zones with different 

authorization of staff.  
We have border lines 

that are not fenced and 
virtual.  Area  is complex 

but with the ID cards 
with different authority 

we can handle all

Blue rings is a small 360 degree sensor that check key points 
everyone must pass when moving in the area. Here detector see 
someone is there and ask who is there. OK is done by data base
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Todays solution

Perimeter protection by fence and some time an extra perimeter alarm
CCTV cameras that record but normally not actively watched.  We can see what 
happened after the incident but normally not before.
Lock on doors and key pads and some times RFID tags that protects inside.
Perimeter is maybe watched and what is inside is normally not checked in an 
active way.  When someone is inside the area they are invisible for the guards.
Alarms when activated see every one including own staff.  They can not be used 
by this reason.

Protectomatic solution

Perimeter protection that make alarm and check what is there in advance. Early 
warning capabilities before intruders actions start.
CCTV that only see intruders and alarms and not no useable  information
Watch all area volumetric so inside the fence intruders make alarms 
automatically and can not act in silence and unwatched.
Alarms when activated do only see intruders, own staff is not viewed.
Highly automatic operation in principle with no staff. Failsafe and redundant
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Protectomatic unique features in short 
* All in staff have a RFID ID tag that is unique.
* Each day this is updated and checked and reset.
* When staff comes to work they pass a gate where tag ID is 
checked and approved.
* Protected area have a multitude of sensors as perimeter 
protection but also sensors all over the secured area.
*We can watch outside area and get early warning of 
something coming by yellow alert.
* When staff moves in the area they are detected by the active 
detectors that activated a long range RFID reader that read 
RFID tags in the area.
* Staff tags are checked and approved. Other indications that 
are not recognized will give an alarm.
* Alarm sensors are in a network and alarms have an alarm 
position and preferable also a image from a camera.
* Guards at control centre decide what to do.
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Features related to other systems

Protectomatic have a full volumetric 3D protection.
Protectomatic is highly automatic and 

need no watching operator.
Protectomatic is very secure and can handle events as stolen ID 
cards, lost RFID tags and with options identify a person without 

correct permission to be here.
Protectomatic detects an intruder already inside the perimeter .
Protectomatic give position of intruder and videos about what is 

happening.  We have virtual barriers and sectors in the area
Protectomatic is designed to be failsafe and redundant compared 

to other systems.  Tampering generates alarm.
Full documentation about what has happened is stored for the 

future. Here we stop staff to support intruders.
New unique 3D software made in Sweden makes 

stereo out of a single camera
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This is Protectomatic in short

It is much more to say but we start here 
to get all more understandable 

Allan Jansson    Laseroptronix    Täby Sweden

Depth view of biscuits

This shows a photo of 4 packs of biscuits with different heights. The camera have gives an colour image where
distance corresponds to colour. Last graph shows real distance values. This shows the capability to see 3D with
a matrix ladar and to make inspections in industrial automation.
Normal camera looking in 2D have many limitations in what they can see and measure. here the 3D capabilities
open the door for many new applications.

3D views of persons in an area.

Left image is a 45 Degree of a person and his face. This is very unique compared to normal cameras and
what they can do. Here the 3D recordings was wrapped by the photo of the camera resulting a pure 3D image
possible to rotate.
Centre image is a flat view of a person in front of a wall with a door opening in the wall
Blue is short and red is far away.
Right image is same area in an other angle. Red is close and blue is far away.

We have videos in 3D with the camera showing movements in areas like this. Here effects are very dramatic
as persons moving in the area  will be showed by colour changes as well as shapes. This is a very efficient way
to  improve the visibility of incidents. Colour versus distance improves presence in areas in remote control
applications.

All systems are delivered with a PC software for control and settings. You can use the PC screen as a
monitor and make software for controlling the system. Later the system can operate alone with no PC or in
combination where the PC system do all calculations.

All images in 3D applications
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